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English academic communication

Dear Sir,

Many thanks for asking whether we would like to publish your 
paper.

Your paper is good and original, but unfortunately we are simply 
not willing to publish it.

The trouble is that the good bits were not original and the original 
bits were not good.

Yours faithfully,
The Editors



Editors, Editors, and You
A handy field guide for academic publishing

Academic editor
Role: Control journal content

Natural Habitat: University
Subject understanding: Deep

Journal Managing Editor
Role: Provide ‘business perspective’

Natural Habitat: Corporate office
Subject understanding: Often zero

Language editor
Role: Edit the English

Natural Habitat: At home
Subject understanding: Deep

You: The author

We can help you crack the system
Effective communication is key to hack academic publishing



Talk to others/ colleagues/ make pre-submission enquiries

Target journal

“I never start to write until I have decided on a target journal”

Every journal is 
different 

(i.e. scope, 
audience, length)

Full article/
original article

Letters/ Rapid 
Communications

Self-evaluate

Journal selection



Be effective & safe valuable time

Journal selection and the use of preprint servers
Look at the journals international colleagues use for their 

submissions
A ranked list of 5-10 key journals in your field

Aim high, but
Choose appropriately

Our three rules for journal selection: The NJE pirate code
Not really rules, more like guidelines

No limit to the number of presubmission enquiry emails 
you can send to editors
You commit to nothing 6

Presubmission enquiries:
Journal selection



Pre-submission enquiries
Write to editors

Write to as many as you like

Select a target journal effectively

Reach out: Abstract and Title

Expediting the process:
Our insider recommendations

We will provide you with an email 
template after the webinar



Pre-submission enquiries
Why not? You have nothing to lose!

Why not write to a number of target journals?



Expediting the process:
Our insider recommendations
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What are preprints? 

Author concerns: Copyright, priority (don’t worry: CC licenses)

What are CC licenses?

What do the different kinds of CC licenses mean?

Journals select from preprint servers

Full, open peer review

Is this a good idea? 

Expediting the process:
Our insider recommendations

We will give you a comprehensive 
guide to preprints after the webinar



Criteria considered by “desk editors” at journals:

• Does it fit with the journal scope?
• Does this article have a clear message?
• Is it original?
• Is it important?
• Is it true? and …

• Is it relevant to our readers?

You have to “sell yourself” to get through triage
High Impact Factor journals want to maintain high rejection rates

9/10 papers sent to Nature and Science get rejected before peer review

The first step of article submission:
Editorial triage 
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Writing a great cover letter 

Don’t waste the opportunity to “sell” your work
Don’t write something dull or derivative 

“Please consider this manuscript for publication in your esteemed 
journal”

Do tell the editor why they should take your work seriously 

The cover letter is crucial 



The worst kind of cover letter

Writing a great cover letter 



The (almost) worst kind of cover letter

Dear editor,

Please find our paper enclosed, which we hope you will find interesting.

Sincerely,

Gareth Dyke

Writing a great cover letter 



Attention editor! 

Dear editor,

Compound X is a powerful anticancer agent and was synthesised at 99% yield.

Reactions catalysed by A are 60% faster than those catalysed by B because …

Our method for protein synthesis gives 50% higher yield than earlier versions because …

Some suggestions for reviewers are ….

Writing a great cover letter 



Maximise your chances of success

This is one of the first sections of the paper an editor will read, so make it count:

Why is the topic important? 
Why are the results significant? 

What is the key result? (the breakthrough)
Why is this an advance on previous work?
Why are you submitting to this journal?

Provide reviewer suggestions

Writing a great cover letter 



Cover letter

We will provide you with an email 
template after the webinar
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Once reviewed: Comments will determine likely acceptance
Minor versus Major revisions
Major  Back to the same reviewers
Minor  Decision made by the editor

Tips for Responding to Reviewers’ Comments–from an 
Editor’s or Reviewer’s Points of View

How to respond?
Be comprehensive, show your editor you take this process seriously

Materials you need for re-submission

Perseverance will be key to success

Review responses
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Make sure editors and peer reviewers feel good about your responses.
If they feel good, they are more likely to give your article a positive review.

‘Thank you for the valuable comments’
‘This valuable insight is much appreciated’
‘These comments significantly enhanced the quality of our work’

Good and Bad Sentence Starters for Responding Reviewers’ Comments
Good example Bad example

We would like to thank the reviewer for the 
interest on this topic…
The Reviewer has correctly pointed out 
that…

We acknowledge that…, yet…
We concur with the Reviewer that…; 
nonetheless…

I do not think the reviewers understand my 
point…

It would not necessary to change according to the 
reviewers’ suggestion because…
We simply do not have such data…
Repeating the experiences/analysis would not 
actually change our conclusion…

Review responses



How can you manage the process?

Effectively responding to review comments: Tips and tricks

Response to reviews (= editorial summary)
We would like to thank the two peer reviewers who worked on our paper for their considerable efforts and for the
time they devoted to our work. We have made almost all the changes requested and enclose a revised manuscript
version (changes to our paper can be seen in red in the main document and figure captions). Our responses to
comments received in review are summarised in this document, interleaved in red.

Reviewer #1
In my opinion, the main issue with this paper is that all the analyses should be repeated using a probability-based
approach.

We would like to thank Reviewer #1 for this insightful and accurate comment. We have re-worked all our analyses, as
requested.

Please use American English spelling throughout (e.g., color not colour).
Thank you for this editorial comment. We have corrected our paper throughout.



Reponses to revisions

We will provide you with an email 
template after the webinar
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Paper taking too much time?

We will provide you with an email 
template after the webinar



Paper rejected!

This happens more often that not

If you genuinely think that your research was important, well done, well-written 
and deserves to reach the journal's audience, you can write an appeal letter to 

the editor.



Be confident and believe in your work

This is the one of the keys to success as an international researcher

We will provide you with an email 
template after the webinar



Things to avoid
Trying to add authors to a paper once it’s accepted

‘Dear editor,
hello, thank you for reviewing my manuscript during your busy schedule. I have some minor

modifications and added 2 authors. They have also contributed to my manuscript. In addition, the
introduction of the corresponding author is added to facilitate communication with peers. The
revised title page is in the attachment.’

Example: A real email:

 Sending a paper to a journal
requires all authors to know
about and support submission

 Trying to add authors after
acceptance immediately causes
alarm at the editorial office:
WHY?

 Any changes/additions to
authorship after journal
submission will require
explanation/the approval of all
currently listed authors

 Journals hate having to deal
with these situations



Submission: You need an ORCiD

Confused? Our training and content 
can help! Get in touch!



Most important point:



Communication is key:
Maximise your success

Any questions? Any issues? Just ask



What we have discussed?: 

(i)   Our framework: The stages of the     
publishing cycle

(ii)  Good and bad communication: Tips





Thank you

Contact
Dr Frans Lettenstrom

Bentham Science Publishers 
frans@benthamscience.net
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